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This paper develops a theory of functional equivalence in a class of autonomous 
one-dimensional nonlinear discrete-time systems--systems having signature- 
distinct unimodal transition functions. Starting from the general qualitative 
concept of orbital signature, the paper (i) develops a general monotonicity-of- 
signatures property for arbitrary unimodal functions, (ii) characterizes the 
signature repertoires of arbitrary unimodal functions, and (iii) develops the 
resulting theory of system equivalence for signature-distinct unimodals. The 
systems encompassed by this theory subsume those having dense orbital 
behavior (a class already considered in part by the authors) and the developed 
theory has potential applicability o the biological sciences, as well as to system 
theory in general. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years there has been considerable interest in the transition 
(orbital) behavior of certain autonomous one-dimensional nonlinear discrete- 
time systems of the form 
x7~+1 = f(x~), f :  [0, 11 -~ [0, 1] 
x 0 in [0, 1] 
k =0,  1,2 .... (1) 
whose transitions functions f are bell-shaped (or what we will call unimodal) 
(Kaliski and Klein, 1977). Such functions naturally occur in biological systems 
and, in of themselves, provide rich examples of one-dimensional iterative 
behavior. (May, 1976; May and Oster, 1976). 
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In the authors' cited work, above, a theory of system (functional) equivalence, 
in the context of orbital topology, was developed for a restricted subclass of the 
unimodal functions. This paper serves to further this study by developing a
theory of functional equivalence based upon the concept of orbital signatures, 
a concept o be defined below in Section II. The resulting equivalence theory 
for signature-distinct unimodals presented here, together with the supporting 
results stated for arbitrary unimodal functions, constitute a far more general 
theory than that of our earlier work--for it applies to a much Wider class of 
functions. 
Although the motivation for and the applications of the ideas presented here 
are system theoretic, the developed theory is couched in the more abstract 
setting of one-dimensional iteration theory, as applied to unimodal functions 
(of which the bell-functions of our cited work are a natural subclass). 
Considerable attention of late has been devoted to the study of the nature 
of the fixed points of iterates of bell-shaped functions (e.g., Li and Yorke, 1975; 
May and Oster, 1976). To our knowledge, however, there has not been an attack 
on the equivalence aspects of such maps from the point-of-view of iteration 
theory. That the problem of identifying functionally equivalent systems is 
significant should be clear--if equivalent, simple prototypes for wide classes of 
systems can be found, then the analysis of these systems can be greatly simplified. 
This has long been recognized by the mathematics ommunity (Ulam, 1960, e.g.). 
Our study is presented in three parts. In Section II the concepts of orbital 
signature and signature-distinct unimodal function are defined, and a general 
monotonicity-of-signatures property is derived. Section III characterizes the 
signature repertoires of arbitrary unimodal maps in terms of a recursive scheme 
for generating the repertoires. The theory culminates in Section IV with a 
statement of an equivalence theory for signature-distinct unimodal maps, and 
with several immediate applications of the theory. Section V concludes our 
study and remarks on certain extensions and generalizations of this theory 
which were omitted for lack of space. 
I I .  BASIC DEFINITIONS; MONOTONICITY-oF-SIGNATURES 
We begin by defining the concepts of unimodal map, (orbital) signature, and 
signature-distinct unimodal map. 
DEFINITION 1. A unimodal map is a continuous function f." [0, 1] --~ [0, 1] 
for which there exists p, 0 < p < 1, such that f is strictly increasing on [0, p] 
and strictly decreasing on [p, 1]. The point p is called the breakpoint of f 
(Figure 1). 
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DEFINITION 2. Let fbe  unimodal with breakpointp. Let x in [0, 1] be given. 
The signature of x under f, sig1(x), is the infinite sequence 
SoSlS 2 . , ,  
where 
l 
0 if 0 ~f¢(x )  <p,  
if i f (x)  = p, 
if p < i f (x )  <~ 1 





0 p I 
Fto. 1. A unimodal map with peak at p. 
The signature of x serves to denote under which piece o f f  each iterate of x 
lies, or, if an iterate ofx falls at the breakpoint off. I f  we define f0 to be f  restricted 
to [0, p] and f l  to be f restricted to [p, 1], then we can formalize the above 
remark as follows: if sigs(x ) = SoSlS ~ ..., then, for any k >~ O, fk(x)  = 
f,~_l(f,~_2(.. '(f,o(x)))) where we interpret f_(x) as being either fo(X) or fl(x). For 
notational simplicity in the sequel, when f is understood we write sig1(x ) as 
sig(x). 
DEFINITION 3. Let fbe  unimodal with breakpointp.fwi l l  be called signature- 
distinct if, for all x, y 
x > y ~ sig(.)  • sig(y) 
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It  will be seen in the development below that wide classes of unimodal maps 
have the signature-distinctness property. (Figures 2 and 3 give examples of 
such functions.) That the class of signature-distinct maps is non-exhaustive is 
evidenced by the function of Figure 4, where, as indicated, all the points in 
the shaded interval share the same signature, 000 .... 
l 
0 p I 
FIo. 2. A signature-dist inct " tent"  function. 
We will assume in the discussions below that f is a given unimodal map (not 
necessarily signature-distinct). Let s~ ~ (sig1(x) I x in [0, 1]} denote the signature 
repertoire off .  
DEFINITION 4. s : SoSp~ "'" in s I will be called regular if, for all i ~ 0, 
s~ ~ 0 or 1 (but not -). I f  s is not regular it will be called irregular, x in [0, 1] 
will be called regular (irregular) if sig(x) is regular (irregular). I f  x is irregular 
an instance of sig(x) is any binary sequence obtained from sig(x) by independently 
specializing each - in sig(x) to have a value of either 0 or 1. 
Note that: 
(i) when x is irregular one or more of its iterates has the value p, the 
breakpoint of f ;  and 
(ii) therefore, there are at most denumerably many irregular points off .  
Binary sequences enjoy a natural ordering that is intimately related to signa- 
tures. 
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¢"- - '~/ / I  ~ ~ f(x) = 4x(l-x) 
t /  I \ \  
f(x) =~2-2x I/2 < x < ] 
o ½ I 
FIG. 3. Dense belt functions. 
- - -  l = x 
s r ¸ ¸ £ x 
0 ~ slg = 000,. .  I 
F i t .  4. A non-signature-dist inct unimodal  map. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let a : aoa~a 2 "" and b : bob~b ~ .. .  denote two given 
binary sequences. We say a <# b if 
(1) a ~ b and 
(2) if l is the least index at which a and b differ then 
Z 1 
@aj=O,  and @bj  : 1, 
j=O j=0 
where @ denotes the exclusive-or function. 
Note that: 
(i) <~ is a linear ordering of binary sequences. 1 
(ii) If s = sosls ~ "" is an irregular signature of a unimodal map f then, 
i ndependent ly  o f f ,  there is a least and a greatest instance of s in the <~-ordering 
(in fact they differ in only the position of the first -, as some thought will verify). 
(iii) In view of (ii) we can make the following definition: Let x be irregular. 
We refer to the least instance of sig(x) as the l e f t - s ignature  of x, Is(x); we similarly 
define the r ight -s ignature  of x, rs(x), as the greatest instance of sig(x). If x is 
regular we define ls(x) = rs(x) = sig(x). 
Let us use the phrase "SoSlS 2 .." is a binary signature for Xo" if x 0 is regular 
and sig(xo) = SoSlS ~ "" or if x o is irregular and sosls ~ "" is an instance of sig(xo). 
In this terminology, then, an irregular point has more than one binary signature. 
THEOREM 1. Let  f be g iven .  Then  fo r  any  xo , Yo in  [0, 1], x o < Yo, i f  sosls2 "'" 
is a b inary  s ignature  fo r  x o and  totlt  2 "" is a b inary  s ignature  fo r  Yo ,  then  SoSff~ "." 
<~s~ totlt2 "'" • 
In particular, if f is signature-distinct then sosls ~ "" <# totlt  ~ "" (Thus 
signature-distinctness implies "binary" signature-distinctness a  well). 
Proof .  Recall the definitions of fo and f l  above, and the remarks following 
these definitions. I f  s o < t o then the conclusion is immediate. Assume, then 
that this is not the case, and that s o = t o (s o ~ t o is not possible). Find the least k 
for which s~ :/:- te but s i = t i for i = O, 1,..., k --  1-- if  no such k exists then 
the conclusion is again immediate, for then SoSlS 2 "" = tot l t  2 " " .  It must be the 
case that f k (xo)  = f s~_ l ( f~_2( ' " ( f~o(Xo) ) ) )  and f~(Yo)  = f~k_ l ( f~_ .~( ' " ( f s , (Yo) ) ) ) .  
Since fo is strictly increasing, and f l  is strictly decreasing, it is immediate that if 
k--1 
@si=O 
1 The  <e-order ing  can  be  v iewed as a Gray-code  order ing ,  a po in t  to  be  pursued ir~ 
Sect ion  IV .  
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thenf~(xo) < f~(Yo), and if 
k--1 
@ S¢ -~- I 
i=0 
then f~(xo) > f~(Yo). Since s~ @- t~, in the former case, sk = 0, t1~ = 1 ; in the 
latter case s~ = 1, t~ -- 0. Thus, in either case, 
7e 
@S i ~ O, 
i=1 
and t i ~ S i @ t k ~-  1. 
Thus 
SoSlS ~ ... <~. totlt2 ... 
as desired. 
Consider, now, the situation where f is signature-distinct. The result is 
immediate if x o and 3Io are both regular, for sig(xo) 4= sig(yo) by virtue of the 
signature-distinctness. The proof for the case that either x o or Yo or both are 
irregular is facilitated by the remarks following Definition 5: We consider the 
case that x o is irregular, but Yo regular--the other two cases have similar argu- 
ments. Suppose a binary signature SoSlS ~ "" for x o is equal to sig(yo). It  must be 
the case that sosls ~ "" ~ rs(xo). (If not, then, on the one hand, Sobs ~ ". <~ 
rs(xo); on the other, by the proof above, rs(xo) ~<e sig(yo). Thus, SoS~S 2 "" <~: 
sig(yo) , a contradiction). It is immediate by the above arguments that (i) all 
points z o in the interval (Xo, Yo) are regular, and (ii) all such z 0 have sig(zo) 
rS(Xo) = sig(yo). This contradicts the signature-distinctness off.  Q.E.D. 
Note that as a consequence of Theorem 1: 
(i) Let f be given. I f  x is irregular there does not exist y ~ x for which 
some binary signature of y, SoSlS ~ "" obeys 
Is(x) <~ SobS2 ' <~ rs(x) 
In  particular, i f  f is signature-distinct, there are no such y and sosls 2 "" for which 
ls(x) ~<~ ,os~s2 "" ~<~ rs(x). 
(ii) Let f be given, s ~-sobs 2 "-" a binary signature under f of some 
point x o . Then the set A = (x [ s is a binary signature for x} is a non-empty 
interval. 
(iii) Let f be given. Then i f  x~ and x~, x 1 C: x2, are both irregular points, 
sig(xl) :# sig(x2). 
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that x~ < x 2 . Then by Theorem I, 
rs(xl) ---<e Is(x2). If sig(xl) were equal to sig(x~), we would then have is(x2) = 
ls(xl) <e  rs(xl) ~<e ls(x~), a clear contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1 and its remarks have the following interpretation: 
The Monotonicity-of-Signatures Property 
As one sweeps across the unit interval signatures only increase. At irregular 
points a family of strictly increasing binary signatures occur, ranging from the 
left-signature to the right-signature--no signatures other than those of the 
irregular point occur in the "interior" of this family ((i) above). 
It follows that a gap exists at irregular points in the <e-order ing-- i f  x is 
irregular, then no binary signatures of any other points occur in the open 
interval (Is(x), rs(x)). (We explore this gap phenomenon further in Section III, 
below; if f is signature-distinct this gap is the closed interval [Is(x), rs(x)], 
by (i) above.) 
Finite Signatures 
The notion of the initial portion of a sequence is an intuitive one, which we 
formalize for signatures as follows: 
DEFINITION 6. Let f be a given unimodal map, x a given point in [13, I]. 
Let sig(x) = sosls 2 " ' .  The h-signature of x, sigh(x), (k >/ 1) is the sequence 
of length k, SoS 1 .'. sk_ ~ . 
Note that the following concepts are immediate from Definition 6 and will 
not be explicitly defined: instance of a k-signature, binary-k-signature, k-regula- 
rity and k-irregularity. In addition, the <e-ordering can be immediately 
applied to strings of finite length, and thus the concept of the left-k-signature 
and right-k-signature of a point is well-defined. We also state, without proof, 
the following k-signature version of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be given, k >/ 1 arbitrary. Then for any Xo, Yo, in [0, 1] 
with x o < Yo , i f  SoS1 "" sk_ 1 is a binary-k-signature for x o , and tot 1 .." t~-i is a 
binary-k-signature for Yo , then SoS 1 "" s~_ 1 <~e tot1 "'" tk-1. 
DEFINITION 7. Let f  be given. Let s = SoSlS~... be an arbitrary binary sequence. 
The k-signature bin of s(k >/ 1) (with respect o f )  is the set 
A/~ = {x I lsk(x) and/or  fsk(x) = $0Sl - "  s/~_l). 
The signature bin of s is the set 
a = {x J ls(x) and/or rs(x) = s). 
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THEOREM 3. Let f, s, Ae, and A be as above. Then 
(i) For all k, A~ is a (possibly empty) closed interval. 
co 
(ii) A = 0k=0 Ak and is thus also a (possibly empty) closed interval. 
Proof. We first consider (i). Let k >/ 1 be given. Define, for l />  0, the set 
Bz = {x L x in [0, 1] and Is(x) and/or rs(x) have their lth terms equal to h}. 
From our observation (ii), following Definition 5, that the left and right signature 
of a point differ at most one position, it is immediate that 
k--1 
Ak = ('] B~. 
~=0 
Now Bz = (f~)-l([0, p]) if s, = 0, and = ( f f ) - l ( [p,  1]) if s z = 1, and, thus, 
as f is continuous, Bz is closed for all l >/0.  It  is also immediate, then, that An 
is closed as well. That AT~ is a (possibly empty) interval is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 2 (in a vein similar to the second remark, (ii), of Theorem 1). 
Thus, for all h, AI~ is a (possibly empty) closed interval. 
The proof of (ii) is immediate since, for all k /> 1, Ak+ t _C A~ and 
~o oc 
= 0 = 0 & .  O.E.D. 
~=0 lc=0 
Observe: (i) I f f  is signature-distinct, then A is either empty or a singleton 
set for every such s. 
(ii) From (i) in Theorem 3, and the fact that only finitely many k-signatures 
exist, the concept of a h-signature-distinct map is a vacuous one. 
(iii) We have restricted our attention to left- and right- signatures because 
of two reasons--one, discussed above, is that no signatures of any points other 
than a given irregular point fall between the irregular point's left- and right- 
signatures. (Gaps will be further discussed below.) Secondly, from the left- 
and the right-signature of a point, and knowledge of the signature of the peak 
of the function producing these signatures, it is possible to reconstruct he 
point's actual signature. (Indeed, ls(x) and rs(x) differ in only one position if x 
is irregular. Find this position. Replace the terms in ls(x) (rs(x)) from this 
position on by sig(p) to yield sig(x)). 
We will use the basic results of this section to characterize the repertoire of 
realizable Signatures of a unimodal function. To this topic we next turn. 
I I I .  THE SIGNATURE REPERTOIRE DETERMINATION THEOREM 
In this section we develop a theory of signature repertoire determination for 
unimodal functions. The principal tool of this theory is a recursive scheme for 
643/42/2-2 
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generating finite-length signatures, which is described below. We begin with 
a few basic definitions. 
DEFINITION 8. Let f be given. The exploded signature repertoire of f, E l ,  
is the set 
Ef  -~ (rs(x) I x in [0, 1]} k3 (Is(x) ] x in [0, 1]}. 
The exploded k-signature repertoire, E j  k, is similarly defined. 
Recalling our earlier definitions, Ef is intuitively the following set: for every 
irregular point x in [0, l], both ls(x) and rs(x) are in E j .  For every regular point 
x in [0, 1], sig(x) ----- Is(x) = rs(x) is in E 1 . A similar interpretation holds for 
E/q 
Note that i f f  is signaturendistinct then each sequence in E 1 is associated with 
a unique point x in [0, 1]. 
DEFINITION 9. Let {C k [ k ~ 1} be a given collection of non-empty sets of 
binary strings, all the strings in C k having length k. We define a new set of 
strings C, called the lim~{C~} as follows: if there do not exist sequences fk, 
of length k, k ~ 1 for which fk is in C~, and {fk} is nested (i.e., each sk is the 
initial k bits of si~+1), then C is empty. I f  there do exist such sequences, then C 
will contain the unique infinite sequence sls2s a "" for which s 1 "-- sj = fj ( j  ~ 1). 
That is, C consists of the limits of all nested collections (~k}, sT~ in C~. 
Note that for any non-empty set D of infinite binary strings, if we define 
D k = {s 1 "" s~ / for some tlt2ta "", s I "" sktlt2t3 "" is in D}, then each Dk is 
non-empty and D G lims(Dk}. (For example, if D ~ {lZ00 "" I l >/ I} then 
D k = {107~-1, l~0k-2,..., 1 s} and limk{D~} ~ D w{l l l l l  ...}.) It  is thus not 
always true that D ~ limk{Dk} , as new sequences can be added by the limiting 
process. For exploded signature reportoires, however, equality is obtained. 
THEOREM 4. E s = lims{E/~}. 
Proof. It  should be clear that E/~ consists of precisely the strings of the length 
k that form the initial k bits of strings in E 1 . Thus, by the observations above, 
Ef C limk{G~}. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4 we argue as follows. Suppose s = SoqS 2 "'" 
is in limT~{Eyk}. Defining As and A as in Definition 7, it is immediate that An 
is a non-empty closed interval  (by Theorem 3 and by the definition of EyS). Thus, 
-// = 0s  As is non-empty. This implies s is in Ey. Whence E s D lims{E,~}, as 
desired. Q.E.D. 
Thus the exploded signature repertoire Ef is determined in a precise fashion 
as a limit of the finite signature repertoires Ef k, We next seek a recursive charac- 
terization of the E/L To aid in the ensuing development we state the following: 
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LEMMA 1. Let k >~ 1 be given and let .o(E) :+~) denote the set of truncated left 
shifts of E~ +~, i.e., s~ "" sl~ is in ~(E} "+1) if and only if there exists s o such that 
SoS 1 "" s k is in E~ +1. Then 
Pro@ It is not hard to see that the left- and right-signatures of an irregular 
point have the property that they are "closed" under left shifting and truncating, 
i.e., left shifting and truncating the left (right)-signature of a point yields the 
left- or right-signature of another point. Table I summarizes the various cases. 
The Lemma is immediate, since shifting and truncating transforms the signature 
of a regular point x to the signature off(x).  Q.E.D. 
TABLE I 
Propert ies of Left-  and Right-S ignatures of I r regular  Points 
p a p= ls v rs 0 
0 0 0 ~ 10 °~ 
0 1 01 °° 1 °~ 
1 0 10  ¢° 0 ~ 
1 l 1 ~° 01 ~ 
The Effect of Left  Shift ing and Truncat ing  Left-  and Right-Signatures 
Form of sign(x): ~(ls(x)) = ~(rs(x)) = 
begins with a 0 ls[ f (x)]  rs[ f (x) ]  
begins with a 1 rs [ f (x) ]  ls[ f (x)]  
begins wi th  a i s [ f  (x)] ls[ f (x)]  
a Every irregular s ignature is of the form c~ -- /~ -- /3 .... pa denotes the parity of the 
str ing c¢; PB the parity of the str ing j3. 
b (i) The  entries under  co lumns ls and rs denote the sequence of choices for the - - ' s ,  
e.g., i fp~ = 1,pf3 = 0 then ls is ~ 1 fl 0/~ 0 "". (ii) I f  a is null, p ,  = 0. 
\Ve now prove what we call the Recursion Theorem for signatures. 
THEOREM 5. For all h >~ 1 
{(0 .  
u {(1 • E /9  n 
where denotes concatenation and the square brackets represent closed intervals 
in the <e-ordering on (k 47 1)-bit strings. 
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Proof .  (C) Suppose SoS ~ "" s~ is in E~ +1. Clearly, either s o = 0 or s o = 1. 
We argue the case that s o = 0, the argument for s o = 1 being analogous. By 
Lemma 1, sts ~ ' "  sk is in Es ~. Thus SOS1"" s~ is in 0 • E~ ~. From the definition 
of E~+t and Theorem 2, we also have lse+t(0) ~ SoS ~ ".. s~ ~ ls~+l(p). Thus 
SoS ~ ".. s~ is in (0 -E/~) ~ [ls~+t(0), ls~+t(p)]. 
(D) Suppose SoS t "" s1~ is in the above union. We argue the case that 
SoS l "" s~ is in (0 -E l  k) (~ [ls~+1(0), ls~+l(p)], the other case being analogous. 
With SoS 1 ... s~ in 0 • EI e it must be that s o = 0 and s t "" sl~ is in EI e. From the 
definition of EI k, and Theorem 3, we observe that (i) the set (x ] ls~(x) and/or 
rse(x) = sl "'" sk} is a non-empty closed interval; from Theorem 2 and the fact 
that 0 s 1 "'" s~ is in [ls~+l(0), ls~+l(p)], (ii) one x in this interval must obey 
f (O)  ~ x <~f (p) .  [By the nature of the <e-ordering, with lsk+l(0)~<e 0 
s 1 ' "  s~ ~<e ls~+a(p), and with 0 as the first bit of ls7~+1(0), and Is~+t(p), it must 
be that o(ls~+a(0)) ~<e s t ." s~ ~<, o(ls~+t(p)), where ~ is the left-shift-truncate 
map of Lemma 1. From Table I we thus can write ls~(f(0)) ~<~ sI "" s~ ~<~ 
ls~(f(p)). The result follows from Theorem 2.] Thus, (ii i)y ~-f - t (x )  is defined 
and can be chosen to obey 0 ~< y ~< p, with Is~(y) and/or rs~(y) ~ 0 sa "-" s~. 
Thus, sos t "" s~ = 0 sl "" s~ is in E~ +t. Q.E.D. 
A remarkable Corollary to Theorem 5 is then: 
COROLLARY 4. E j  is completely determined by 
{sig(0), sig(p), sig(1)}. 
Proof .  From sig(0), sig(p) and sig(1) we can readily determine for all h, 
ls7¢(0), lsT~(p), rsl~(p), and rs~(1). Certainly, E~ t = {0, 1}. Thus, by Theorem 5, 
we can determine E/~ for all k. Whence E~ is determined by Theorem 4. Q.E.D. 
Thus the exploded signature repertoire of a unimodal function is completely 
determined by the signature of its breakpoint p and its endpoints 0 and l. We 
exploit this fact in the theory of equivalence presented in Section IV, below. 
To what degree is the signature repertoire (unexploded) s s of a map f deter- 
mined by {sig(0), sig(p), and sig(1)} ? In general, to the extent of the irregular 
signatures. We amplify on this remark below, in the context of the gaps alluded 
to in Section II. We begin with the following: 
LEM~IA 2. Suppose that  sos 1 "" <e  tot1 "'" are two sequences in E I fo r  wh ich  
there is no roy t ... in E I such that  
sos 1 . . .  <# Vo~l . . .  <# tot l  . . . .  
Then there exists a unique x, x irregular, fo r  which 
Sob " "  : l s (x ) ,  
tot 1 "-" = rs(x). 
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Pro@ From Theorem 1 there must exist x 1 and x2, x 1 < x~ for which 
(i) SoS~ . . . . .  r s (~)  
(ii) tot~ --- = ls(xz) and 
(iii) for all x o in (x l ,  x2) , if x o is regular, sig(xo) = SOS,'" or tot l . . .  ; 
if x o is irregular, ls(xo) = SoS 1 "., rs(xo) = tot 1 . . . .  
We can thus complete the proof by showing that there exists an irregular x o 
between x1 and x 2 . (By remark (iii) following Theorem 1 it should be clear that 
only one such x 0 can exist.) Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that every 
point in (xl, x2) is regular. There must then exist x~ such that, for every y in 
(xz, x~), sig(y) == SoS 1 "-; for everyy in (x~, x2) , sig(y) = tot 1 -'-; and sig(x~) = 
SoS ~ "" or tot I "" .  In view of Theorem 3 this is not possible. Thus an irregular 
point does exist and has the characteristics of x~, above. Q.E.D. 
Thus every gap in EF -a  sequence pair of the form (soq "', tot 1 "') of Lemma 
2--arises from an irregular point off, and, by the first remark following Theorem 
1, conversely. We may thus deduce: 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that, for given f and g, {sigl(0), sigf(ps), sig~(1)} = 
{sigg(0), sigg(pg), sigh(I)}; then the irregular signatures in s I and the irregular 
signatures in sg are the same. In particular, i f  f and g are both signature-distinct, 
then s s - -  sg. 
Proof. By remark (iii) following Theorem 3 the signature of an irregular 
point x can be reconstructed from ls(x) and rs(x) if sig(p) is known. In view 
of this argument Theorem 6 follows readily: (i) Under the given hypothesis 
E s = E~ by the Corollary to Theorem 5; (ii) Thus E I and Eg contain identical 
gaps; (iii) By Lemma 2 and by the above irregular signature reconstruction 
argument and the fact that s ig~(pf)= sigg(p~), it is immediate that every 
irregular signature in sj is in sg and conversely (note that sig1(pf ) = sigg(pg) 
follows from the theorem hypothesis in a trivial way). 
As for the second part of Theorem 6, suppose both f  and g are also signature- 
distinct but that sf :# sg. We may suppose there is an s in s I --  sg ; the case 
where there exists s in sg - -  s I is similar. By the above argument the irregular 
signatures in s I and sg are identical; hence s is regular. Let s = sigl(x). We know 
that EI = Eg ; thus there must exist a y which is irregular under g for which 
sigl(x ) = l%(y) or sigs(x ) = r%(y). Again recalling that s s and s~ contain the 
same irregular signatures, we conclude there exists :~ @ x which is irregular 
under f and for which sigl(N) = sigg(y); so ls(~) = siD(x ) or rss(N ) = sigs(x ). 
By the first remark following Theorem 1 such ~ cannot exist for signature- 
distinct functions, however. Thus sf = sg. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 6 implies what must be regarded as the pivotal result of this paper. 
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It  is of such significance that we state it as a separate Theorem--one we call 
the Signature Repertoire Determination Theorem. 
THEOREM 7. I f  f is a signature-distinct unimodal, then s I is completely deter- 
mined by sigs(0), sig(h), and sig1(1), Pi the breakpoint off. 
IV. THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE 
Our theory of functional equivalence culminates rapidly in this section. 
After presenting the theory we describe two wide classes of unimodal maps 
to which it applies. Note that the peak value is irrelevant in Theorem 7 in the 
sense that if g is signature-distinct and sigg(0) = sigs(0), sigo(]) = sig~(1) and 
sigg(pg) = sig1(pi), where g(pg) is not necessarily equal to f(Pl), then s s = sg. 
I t  is thus the peak signature, not the peak value, which determines the repertoire! 
DEFINITION 10. Two continuous mapsfandg:  [0, 1] --* [0, 1] will be called 
equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism 4: [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] such that for all 
x in [0, 1] 
f(x) = 4-a(g(~(x))). 
DEFINITION 11. Let f be a given signature-distinct unimodal map. Let 
as: [0, 1] -+ sy be the map a,(x) = sig1(x ). Note that a s is 1-1 and (trivially) 
onto s I . (We use a s instead of sig s for notational simplicity.) 
Theorem 8 is the basic functional equivalence result of this paper: 
THEOREM 8. Suppose f and g are both signature-distinct and {sig1(0), sig1(pz ), 
sig1(1)} = {sig}0), sigg(pa), sigg(1)}. Then f is equivalent o g. 
Proof. By Theorem 7, s s - -  sa. Define a s and % as in Definition 11. Define 
4: [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] by 
4(x) = ~;~(as(x)). 
Note that q~ is well-defined, is 1-1 and is onto (since s I = sg, and since a I and % 
are well-defined, 1-1, and onto). Note also, from Theorem 1, that ~b(x) is strictly 
increasing (some thought must be given to the case that a1(x ) is irregular). 
A strictly increasing bijection is a homeomorphism; thus ~ is. The proof is 
completed by noting that, for all x, (~(f(x)) = g(r~(x)). (That this is true can be 
argued as follows: Recalling ~o as the left-shift-truncate map for signatures, 
then we have 
~(f(x)) = a; l (~( / (x) ) )  = a~-X(*~s(x)) 
= g(a~-~(cg(x))) = g(4(x))). Q.E.D. 
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If  we accept for the moment hat all the maps in Figure 5 are signature-distinct, 
it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8 that they are all equivalent. Note 
that the notion of equivalence defined in Definition 10 is more than just an 
artificial equivalence relation--two maps so equivalent share the same qualitative 
iterative structure since, for all h >/ 1, fk(x) = 6-1(g~($(x))). 
.8  
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a l l  maps are  pse 
1 
FIG. 5. 
• 3 .4 .5 .75 .8 1 
s lg(O) = 000 . . .  
s ig (p )  = - I0 - I0 . . .  
s lg (1 )  = 100 . . .  
Equivalent signature-dist inct unimodal  maps. 
Two Classes of Signature-Distinct Maps 
There are two wide classes of unimodal functions that have the signature- 
distinctness property. We define these classes below, argue that all members of 
the classes are signature-distinct, and give examples of functions belonging 
to the classes. 
DEFINITION 12. A unimodal map f is said to be piecewise strictly expansive 
(pse) if there exists E > 1 such that x, y in [0, p] or x, y in [p, 1] ~ F f(x) -- 
f (y ) l  >~ E i x - -  y I 
The maps in Figure 5, as well as the map in Figure 2, are all pse. 
LEMIVlA 3. I f  f is pse then f is signature-distinct. 
Proof. Suppose that x < y but sig1(x ) = sig1(y ). Clearly, from remark (iii) 
following Theorem 1, x and y must both be regular points. Thus x and y, and 
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all of their common order iterates must be under a common piece o f f  (akhough 
the piece in general will be different for different iterates). By virtue of the strict 
expansiveness off, then, it follows that, for all k, I f~(x) --  fk(y)l > /E  ~ I x --  y ] 
- -a  clear impossibility with E > 1. Thus no such x and y can exist and f is 
signature-distinct. Q.E.D. 
Thus one class of signature-distinct maps is given by the pse maps. The other 
class of signature-distinct maps we consider is given by those unimodals having 
dense orbital behavior. 
DEFINITION 13. A unimodal map f will be called dense if there exists x 
in [0, 1] such that orbitf(x) ---- {x, f(x),..., fk(x),...} is a dense subset of [0, 1] 
in the usual topology. 
In Kaliski and Klein (1977), dense bell-functions were studied--a bell-function 
being a unimodal map f for which f(O) = O, f (p )  ---- 1, and f(1) = 0. It was 
shown in this work that a derived map bin1: [0, 1] --+ [0, 1] was 1-1 if and only 
i f f  was a dense bell-function. It is beyond the scope of this paper to justify the 
following remarks; we leave the interested reader to interpretively study the 
cited work above to verify them: 
(i) If x is a regular point then sigl(x) is a Gray-coding of bin~(x), i.e., 
for all k, if binl(x ) = (.bob 1 "')2 and sig1(x ) = SoS 1 "" then sl~ = bk @ b~_~, 
where b-1 --~ 0. (We observed in note 1 that <~ was a Gray-code ordering: 
specifically for all regular x and y, sigf(x) <~ sigs(y ) if and only if binf(x) < 
bins(y ) in the usual ordering on the reals.) 
(ii) Thus, if biny(x) is 1-1 then sig1(x ) is also, and therefore 
(iii) I f f  is a dense bell-function, f is signature-distinct. 
We summarize as: 
LEMMA 4. I f  f is a dense bell-function, then f is signature-distinct. (In fact, 
if f is a dense unimodal it is signature-distinct--although we will omit the proof of 
this remark.) 
Figure 3 presents dense bell-functions. (That the parabola is dense follows 
by an observation by Ulam (1960) that 4x(1 -- x) is equivalent o the other 
dense bell-function of Figure 3 via a known homeomorphism expressible in 
closed form--a function well-known (May and Oster, 1976)to be dense.) 
Note that, as for all bell-functions, sig(0) ----00--', sig(p) ---- --100":', and 
sig(1) ---- 100"', it follows from Theorem 8 that all dense bell-functions are 
equivalent--a result derived by different means in our earlier work. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
We conclude this paper with the following remarks: 
(i) In system-theoretic erms, Theorem 8 has the following interpretation: 
Two systems of the form (1), having signature-distinct unimodal transition 
functions, f and g, for which {sigs(0), sig~(pr), sig1(1)} = {sigg(0), sigg(p~), sigh(I)}, 
are functionally equivalent. 
(ii) Wide classes of such transition functions exist; the classes encompass 
both the piecewise strictly expansive unimodal maps and the dense unimodal 
maps. 
(iii) We feel that our results generalize, with slight modification, to 
p-piece maps, withp > 2, and thus our theory of equivalence is far more general 
than the p = 2 case presented here. 
Further research by the authors is focusing on a theory of prototypes for 
signature-distinct unimodal maps--i.e., on presenting a collection of simple 
signature-distinct maps having distinct repertoires such that given any signature- 
distinct map there is an equivalent prototype map. Our theory presented here 
greatly aids that search, for we only need seek maps f for which sigj(0), sigj(ps ) 
and sigf(1) have given properties. 
The authors are also attempting to clarify the relationship between general 
unimodal functions and the signature-distinct unimodals in order to provide 
a completely general theory of unimodal iteration. 
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